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Yes,  I 'm a medical  doctor but I 'm not your t reat ing

doctor.  The information in th is  guide ref lects my

personal  opinion on publ ished guidel ines and is

merely  medical  information.  I t ' s  not medical  advice

and you should consult  your own doctor before

act ing or  re ly ing on th is  or  any other f ree

information.  
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1

COVID-19

2

4

watch the covid-19 video

print the covid-19 fact sheet

click here to watch and

discuss what you've learned with each other

 

click here to download the COVID-19 FACT SHEET PDF

and print or use it on screen

work through it and ask questions, search for the

answers and learn together

pages 2 to 10moms
kids
teens

continue to your preferred section
discover activities, facts, coloring pages and journal

prompts within the section created just for you

pages 11 to 19

pages 20 to 28

getting started
understanding

for moms, teens & kids

3 start a conversation
make time daily to discuss your feelings, worries and

questions with each other

keep up to date with worldwide news 

stay in touch with family and friends
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https://youtu.be/ZtL1EOuRY0M
https://youtu.be/ZtL1EOuRY0M
https://healthyfamilyandme.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/COVID-19-Fact-Sheet_HealthyFamilyandMe.pdf


helping your kids understand covid-191

how to keep your home safe

click here and watch the video together

start a conversation with your kids to beat their fears

read and use the tips on HELPING YOUR KIDS UNDERSTAND

cheat sheet

create awareness without causing panic

do the activities included in the guide FOR KIDS together

share the FOR TEENS guide with your teenager 

from what we know currently, infection from contaminated

surfaces is possible but UNLIKELY

so don't panic and start a cleaning frenzy, it's not necessary

after being exposed to possibly contaminated surfaces don't touch

your face and wash your hands with soap for 20 seconds to avoid

infection

it is however a good time to do a proper clean throughout your

house

focus on often touched surfaces like doorknobs, light switches,

tables and kitchen surfaces and 

high traffic areas like bathrooms

and much used electronic devices

first clean and then disinfect with surface-appropriate cleaning

agents or wipes 

use cleaning agent with at least 70% alcohol to kill most germs

and viruses

the CDC recommends making your own cleaning agent at home

by mixing 4 teaspoons of bleach with one quart of water.

2

stay safe
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COVID-19understanding

for moms

when pregnant or breastfeeding
I highly recommend you click here and read the CDC publication on

coronavirus during pregnancy

3

https://youtu.be/ZtL1EOuRY0M
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/pregnancy-breastfeeding.html


stay safe
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COVID-19understanding

for moms
grocery shopping

you are more likely to get infected from people at the store than

by touching surfaces or products

so keep a safe distance

don't go to the shop if you are sick or coughing

don't panic and stick to the basic rules to keep yourself and your

family safe

use a disinfectant wipe to clean the shopping trolley handle

before you start and immediately dispose  of it in the nearest

garbage bin

DO NOT TOUCH YOUR FACE

keep a safe distance from other people

be more attentive at the pay point

avoid touching hands

and transferring money, rather pay by card

keep a safe distance to protect yourself and the brave cashier

wash your hands with soap as soon as you get home 

unpack your groceries and then wash your hands again

throughout the process DO NOT TOUCH YOUR FACE and give the

virus a chance to enter your body

4

NOTE these tips are based on recommendations from the WHO and DCD and is merely

informative, seek medical advice from your treating doctors as needed



start a conversation

kids younger than 6 years

by asking your kids to tell you what they know about the coronavirus 

use this information to gauge the depth of detail needed 

reassure them that you and your family will be safe as long as you

follow the suggested precautionary measures and

assure them that if they, you or anyone they know get sick, the doctors

and nurses at your hospital will take good care of everyone

 

kids older than 6 years

gauge their interest by asking relevant questions

if they don't show any interest, only make them aware of the subject

limit further discussions that can potentially cause anxiety 

check in often and answer questions as they arise

do not offer an excess of information and 

remember,  even when they don't understand everything they WILL feel

your anxiety and the difference in routine and mood in the house

so be attentive to their mood and possible concerns and handle them

as they arise

do not underestimate their knowledge and understanding 

use short and simple facts, examples, videos and activities

initiate the discussion and check in regularly

identify and solve potential anxiety before it escalates

spend one-on-one time to talk about their feelings and emotions

regarding the pandemic

make use of the included video and activities to help them learn and

understand

teenagers
support their emotional well being

look out for signs of emotional and mental distress like change in

sleeping and eating behaviors

empower them with actual facts and statistics and check-in regularly

create opportunities to share worries and questions

help them keep contact with friends, in a controlled and positive way

helping your kids understand

together we can do this
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boost energy1

power journal writing

when we get tired and stressed, so do our families

print the ENERGY BOOST CHEAT SHEET  on page 7

start to add these to your daily meals and routine and

enjoy feeling happier, healthier and more energized instantly

 

print the POWER JOURNAL page on page 9

follow the power journal prompts to boost your self-confidence,

positivity and mindfulness

2

me-time
this is the perfect time to create the perfect self-care routine 

print and use the 59 FIVE MINUTE SELF-CARE TIPS on page 8 to get

inspired and add them to your daily routine

all you  need is 5 minutes to get started with discovering your goals,

creativity and focus 

click here to also download a free kickass morning routine checklist

and start your day radiating positive vibes

3

COVID-19understanding
stay positive

mindful coloring4
print the MINDFUL COLORING image on page 10 and get started

with being mindful and creative

 

be a confidently beautiful mom5
click here to access a free course and 

discover the best tips on how to grow your mom skills and

boost your self-confidence to 

take back control and 

master motherhood
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for moms

https://healthyfamilyandme.com/morning-routine-checklist/
https://healthyfamilyandme.com/morning-routine-checklist/
https://healthyfamilyandme.com/how-to-master-motherhood-course/


fighting stress and fatigue instantly

health isn't a goal it's a way of living

energy boost cheat sheet

9 power tips
avoid sugar and alcohol

ensure quality sleep

drink enough water

eat energy-boosting food

exercise often

limit your stress using self-care

and affirmation

be social

have fun

avoid processed food

 

foods to fight fatigue
salmon

dark chocolate

almonds

eggs

green tea

avocado

high energy snacks
apple slices with peanut butter

dates and walnuts or almonds

hard-boiled eggs

Greek yogurt with banana and

citrus fruit

cottage cheese with chia seeds

toast and avocado

celery and peanut butter

fruit salad

vegetables with bean dip

breakfast boost ideas
hard-boiled eggs 

greek yogurt with fruit and chia

seeds

spinach and fresh fruit smoothie

quinoa porridge with honey

nuts and dried fruit

 

energy fluids
water

fruit flavored water

herbal tea 

matcha green tea

fruit & veg
dates

watermelon

bananas

oranges

grapefruit

blueberries

elderberrries

coconut

apples

grean leaf veg

spinach

avocado

nuts,
grains 
& seeds

oats

quinoa

almonds

beans

walnuts

chia seeds

salmon

sardines

chicken

meat &
fish

honey

eggs

bananas

blueberries

dark chocolate
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happiness is my choice

59 five minute self-care tips
*plan your daily and weekly self-

  care  routine

*discover new parenting tips

*enjoy a cup of herbal tea

*drink more water

*read a book

*plan a family adventure

*take the dog for a quick walk

*plan a 10-minute workout 

  strategy

*enjoy a bubble-filled bath

*select unused items to donate

*listen to your favorite music

*discover your favorite essential oil

*schedule your family's annual

  health checkups

*plan a skincare routine

*read jokes

*plan kindness activities

*schedule your day to go to bed

  10 minutes earlier

*write secret notes to your kids

*schedule a coffee date with your 

  best  friend following confinement

*reflect on the positive things in

  your life

*read the community newsletter

*do a 3 minute plank exercise

*plan to redecorate a room

*do mindful coloring

*read your favorite magazine

*listen to an audiobook or podcast

*look at family photographs

*paint your nails and do nail art

*create a gratitude journal 

*enjoy a cup of tea

*do self-affirmation

*create a wish list & bucket list

*phone your mom

*plan a cheese and wine evening

with  friends

*watch the clouds or stars

*read up on world news

*do deep breathing exercises

*be creative

*pray

*enjoy a bit of sunlight

*write down your mom goals

*play with your pet

*water your plants

*watch funny videos

*create your weekly affirmation

*meditate

*learn to master motherhood

*plan your healthy family lifestyle

*light a scented candle

*go for a walk

*read inspiring quotes

*try an awesome new dessert

*choose a drawer or closet to

organize 

*plan a family movie night

*do something fun

*plan a date night

*try a new recipe

*do yoga

*plan and start your self-care 

and kickass morning routine
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this difficult time will also pass

who needs a superhero when you have a mom
my power journal

i am worried about

things i can do to help my family stop worrying

1
2
3

my favorite me
time activities

i am grateful for

talk about covid-19
check-in with my kids emotions every day
 
 
 
 

my favorite self
affirmations

my action plan

 
 
 
 
 

stay safe

 

 
 
 
 
 

stay positive

date
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mindful coloring

i am
strong
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for kids
COVID-19understanding

i am brave
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have fun
1

ask a parent to print the WORLD CHART on page 13 and then cut

out the pins

stick a pin on your own country

draw an arrow from China, pinned in blue, to your own country

pin

draw or or put stickers, on the arrow route of cars, trains,

airplanes, trucks and trains to show how people possibly traveled

to bring the coronavirus to your country

do you have family in other countries? 

do the same for those countries, starting with another pin and

arrow and then drawing or sticking the transport vehicles

ask your mom or dad to explain to you again how the

coronavirus spreads and 

what you can all do to stay safe 

 

COVID-19understanding

track the spread
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for kids
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have fun
2 follow the germs

sprinkle some glitter on your hand and give your hand a quick

shake over the dustbin

go to your room and fetch a soft toy

next go to the kitchen and touch your nose

find your mom and give her a big bear hug

wash your hands for 20 seconds

trace your steps back to your room 

can you find any glitter?

inspect your soft toy 

is there glitter on the fur?

look at yourself in the mirror 

see any glitter on your face?

find your mom again 

is there some glitter on her clothes?

ask mom or dad to explain to you how germs and viruses spread

just like your glitter did

ask a sibling to read the following instructions to you

 

COVID-19understanding
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for kids



have fun
3 immune boost challenge

do you know the best superfoods to make you strong and keep you

healthy?

ask a parent to print the SUPERFOODS LIST on page 16 and draw an

image of your favorite ones in the circles, then stick it to the fridge  

every time you sit down to eat, check your plate and make sure you

have at least one of these at every meal

can't find any? here's a super trick

just pour yourself a glass of water and enjoy your super drink

help your parents remember to also enjoy at least one superfood a

day

COVID-19understanding
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for kids



enjoy at least one superfood at every meal
orange

blueberries

tomato

broccoli

spinach

eggs

apple

olive oil

dark chocolate

water

ginger

garlic

chia seeds

salmon

kale

red bell pepper

mandarin

yogurt

almonds

papaya

sunflower seeds

kiwi

chicken

grapefruit

tangerines

lemon 

parsley

mushrooms

elderberries

cinnamon

watermelon

immune boost challenge
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have fun
4

draw 5 different colored shapes like circles or hearts on a piece of

paper

sit down, close your eyes and breath in and out 6 times as slow and

deep as you can

open your eyes and find or think about things that are the color of

one of your circles

2 things you can see 

2 things you can feel 

2 things you can hear 

2 things you can smell 

2 things you would like to taste 

are you really brave? 

then try finding more than 2 things for each color

remember the secret of this challenge is to

sit down as still as you can whilst finding or imagining your

colored things

mindfulness exercise

COVID-19understanding
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for kids

FOR MOMS THIS IS A GREAT CALM DOWN ACTIVITY



have fun

5

6

COVID-19understanding

the virus monster
use colored paper to cut, paste and create your own

coronavirus monster

tell mom or dad how to protect themselves from your virus

monster

does soap kill him?

does he like water?

can you touch your face after touching him?

how can he make you sick?

are you safe when you stay at home?

coloring
print the I AM BRAVE  COLORING PAGE on page 19 and enjoy

coloring the coronaviruses 
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for kids



i am brave

coloring activity
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i am
awesome
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COVID-19understanding
for teens
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COVID-19understanding

for teens
stay safe

watch how the world beats covid-192
print the WORLD CHART on page 22 

choose 5 countries you are interested in and add a pin to each one

click here to find up to date COVID-19 stats

indicate the number of affected and recovered people in your

chosen countries

note when you write in pencil it's easy to update your numbers

re-visit your chart weekly, update the number of affected and

recovered cases

watch how the number of recovered cases grow as the world beats

COVID-19

try to figure out what countries where the affected numbers are

going down, are doing right to flatten their curve

consider why their lockdown measures are successful and discuss it

with a parent

remember to focus on the positive and use this activity to learn

how we can beat COVID-19 together

 

what you can do1
watch the COVID-19 video

talk to your parents about the pandemic

watch world news with a parent and discuss it afterwards

talk to your parents and friends about your fears, worries and

concerns

keep in contact with your friends and family

avoid social media posts about COVID-19

help around the house with things like cooking, cleaning and

organizing
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https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
https://youtu.be/ZtL1EOuRY0M
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COVID-19understanding
stay positive

power journal writing
choose your favorite color and print your BEST LIFE JOURNAL on

page 24 or 26

follow the power journal prompts to boost your self-confidence,

positivity and emotional well-being

re-print and complete your journal page as often as you like

1

energy focus
spend 15 minutes on your own, sit down, do breathing exercises

and relax whilst you re-focus your positive energy 

visit your journal page and motivational poster and listen to the

songs you listed and read the power quotes at least three times

each

think about the things making you sad and what you can do to

change or accept them

think about the things making you smile and draw from their

power

visit your action plan and see what you can do today to help your

family stay safe and healthy

 

3

mindful coloring4
print the MINDFUL COLORING page and enjoy some creative time

create your own coloring page by using similar shapes repeatedly

 

motivational poster
choose your favorite color and print your MOTIVATIONAL poster on

page 25 or 27

and follow the prompts to create a poster from which you can draw

positive vibes to

help lift your mood whenever you need it

put it up somewhere you can see it every day and redo it as often as

you like

2

for teens
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my best life journal
i am worried about

what i can do to make confinement easier

date

1
2
3

things that make
me smile

my favorite songs

clean my room
help with the cooking and cleaning
 
 
 
 

things that make
me sad

my action plan
 
 
 
 
 

stay positive

HEAL THY FAM I L YANDME .COM

happiness is my choice

my favorite quotes

 
 
 
 
 

stay safe
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my motivational poster
i love hearing this

date

this makes me
feel strong

i can and i will ...

having this will make
me truly happy

doing this will be awesome

HEAL THY FAM I L YANDME .COM

i will challenge my limits

my dream destination

INSPIRATIONAL IMAGE
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my best life journal
i am worried about

what i can do to make confinement easier

date

1
2
3

things that make
me smile

my favorite songs

clean my room
help with the cooking and cleaning
 
 
 
 

things that make
me sad

my action plan
 
 
 
 
 

stay positive
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happiness is my choice

my favorite quotes

 
 
 
 
 

stay safe
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i love hearing this

this makes me
feel strong

i can and i will ...

having this will make
me truly happy

doing this will be awesome

my dream destination

INSPIRATIONAL IMAGE

my motivational poster
date
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I will challenge my limits
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i am
awesome
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mindful coloring
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H E A L T H Y F A M I L Y A N D M E

al l  content in the   

copyr ight is  protected and th is

guide is  for  personal  use only

copy and share this link to help others but

please do not post the guide online

PLEASE  NOTE
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